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Editor’s Note

Congratulations!
What you are holding in your hands represents some
of the finest literary work produced and edited by Central
Washington University students during the 2008-2009 school year.
The Manastash started in 1989 as an outlet for
student creativity, and over the past 20 years, has continued
that mission. We have worked tirelessly to bring you the best
that CWU‘s student writers have to offer, and the resulting work
crosses boundaries of discipline, geography, and experience.
This publication marks the largest number of
submissions ever received. Within you will find work from
a diverse cross-section of students, including those from
our university centers. We are very proud to showcase the
university’s expanding literary arts movement thanks to your
interest and support.
The Manastash Staff
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Ghost Nets / Jessi Earleywine
Proof there are no mermaids:
we have filled the sea
with traps, the nylon strands
too strong to be broken
yet too small to be seen
but we haven’t caught any
mythical water nymphs.
The fishermen have all gone home.
Diaphanous web remains,
drifting with the tides,
effortless and cruel.
A sea turtle
inert and tethered to the dark
stretches its flippers toward
the cobalt halo of oxygen and light
well beyond its reach
while helices of plastic,
web, and waves
twirl through the depths,
rising, falling,
locking together
in a deadly dance.
The bottomless blue world
has given us
its mysteries.
Photographs of the victims
always look so beautiful.
A formless mass entwined in lace
on Indonesian waters
turns out to be
a crocodile,
sprawled belly-up.
On a northern shore,
a barefooted man walks past
the gray and muscled carcass of a shark
wrapped in floss and garbage.
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Screenplay on a January Moon / D.C. Enders
We enter from above. A maple tree’s barren branches creep into the lower
right like old man winter’s unkempt whiskers, and Cher, a twenty-something
graduate student, lightly breathes;
her baby blue cardigan and burgundy scarf rise and fall slowly. Wisps of
breath form above her rosy face—she is warm,
burning as a topaz iris in a snowy eye, one perfect point centered on canvas,
Seurat’s first light touch. “I wonder if this is his moon?” she says. Her words
dissolve into stillness as she waits.
She waits. She waits—her chin trembles, a single tear falls into a snowy,
crystalline abyss, sliding off her face like dissolving memory. We pan to the
moon hanging heavy in a dark sky.
A tear drips slowly from the crescent like a tired prayer dripping from the
face of a crying mother cradling her newborn in the king’s stable. Cher is not
surprised as the tear freezes
in the sky, one length below the moon—that’s the length between her thumb
and index finger as she holds it up into the sky like a fleshy compass. The
moon’s tear quivers in the sky, suspended
by god’s invisible lasso. It pings, creaks, shatters into a nebula of twinkling
flecks, crystallized dreams scattered across an onyx sky. We pan into Cher’s
eyes as they gaze into cosmos—
wishing, praying, willing the thought of celestial connectivity. She sighs as we
drift towards the moon, our view crescendoing into iridescent oblivion.
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On a Mountain Pass / Hilary Allison
Red leaves alight downstream
A blue trickle leads them
like blood cells through a vein.
The only deciduous trees in the forest
free their distinguishing feature
one
by one by one.
Mountain wind many miles away
begins to flick and finger
the few remaining leaves in the hands
of the Maple.
On the horizon
pines are pointed gnashing teeth
ripped and pulled laterally
and longitudinally
the bearers of what is to come.
A walking stick pokes and prods the earth
as a dentist’s excavator does
leaving painful cavities
in the enamel surface of unpaved trails.
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Rico’s Pub / Brian Higgins
The bar I know is held up
by books and bricks
and songs sung by lovers.
We fatten our bellies with bitterness
and watch the fireworks blast
the air above our heads.
There is an old-fashioned lighter
I have to lean into to catch
the flame on my home-rolled stubs,
and nobody coughs or moves away.
The bar’s top has blackened with years,
from chestnut to sin, and the golden
handlebar bends against
the thirsty throng of shouted brands
and greekish youth who have
stolen my stool and place.
The kilted man and biker-writer
are burning up now, flickering, slowly dying
like the bar lights over the pool table
and the hazy PacMan screen.
The help has changed,
but they still serve provolone
on their roast beef sandwiches
and shout at my entrance
like I own the table I always use;
the too-small chairs with too-high arms
I trade for a straight-backed seat
so I can slouch and lean and breathe
without sliding beneath the table.
They keep the coffee half-fresh
and the real cribbage pegs
in a dish behind the bar,
and I know where it is.
When the music has been silenced
and shouted conversations
of books and breasts have gone home,
I will wait and celebrate with
crowning swallow, a send-off puff,
and walk the street in timeworn soles.
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The Contents of My Refrigerator / Tessa Radovanovich
January 2009. 22 years old. Ellensburg, Washington. I love bananas when I’m
trying to think. I like them in general, but when I’m trying to think bananas
never fail. It always seems to surprise me how ready to go I am and how full I
always feel after one simple banana. As a child, I was never considered “above
average” in any aspect; my state of mind was similar to most children, just an
average state of ponder when it came to life and all of its subjects. Just like the
bananas, there are some people and instances in my life that did not fail to fill
me up, however unaware of that I was at the time.

***
When I was three I wrote a poem about how I wished I was a dog. It was written
around Christmas, I believe, because it ends with, “Ho! Ho! Ho!” The poem
includes an illustration of a cat sitting next to a small person wearing a purple
spotted sombrero. I don’t remember actually doing any of this but my mom’s
best friend has this poem, including its illustrations, on her fridge over the next
twenty years. I cannot explain the cat, or the sombrero.

*
1990. 4 years old. Burbank, California. If I go to the beach I must stick my finger in
the little, squishy things; they are just far enough that I am allowed to go into
the ocean, near the jagged rocks with seaweed flung around them. When I stick
my finger in one, it will suck the tip of my finger, as it closes its little arms. Aside
from the tar on the bottom of my feet, which must be peeled off with peanut
butter and patience once we get home, the beach is a wonderful experience.
When I want to go the beach and cannot, my mom lets me read her old Life
books. They show pictures of all the creatures of the sea and as long as I turn
the pages very slowly, carefully – I can look at the pictures for hours.

*
1992. 6 Years old. Castaic, California. The loud booming and clattering of the
windows won’t stop. My mom tries to comfort me by telling me she’s been
through much worse, that it’s just a little thunder and lightning. I get so scared
that my body shakes like it does when I’m waiting for my mom to dry me off
after a long day at the beach. Sometimes I’m cold, sometimes I’m not. When I
shake like this, I can’t tell. My mom goes to the bathroom saying that I should
stay on the couch, away from the windows. I can see out the window, when the
lightning goes it lights the whole sky up. In between the clouds are patches of
sky. “What happens to us when we die, mommy?” I can never understand her
explanations. When I think about it, I think about the stars and how big the sky
is, which leads to thinking about death, which leads to...I don’t know what. I
can’t breathe. I shake violently. I do not want to die.

*
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1994. 8 Years old. Boise, Idaho. I’m so excited—at my new school we are learning
the times tables, multiplication. Every week we learn a new number and how
to multiply that number with all the others and on Friday, if we get an A on
our quiz, we get an ice cream cone. The teacher isn’t giving us a test this Friday
though, because this week we only worked on the number 1. When you multiply
1 by anything you get the other number. 1 x 3 = 3. “Tessa! Are you paying
attention?”

***
Since I can remember, I must have read “Where the Wild Things Are,” by
Maurice Sendak, hundreds of times, that and “Emily and the Golden Acorn”
by Ian Beck. Both of these stories let children explore their imagination, as
children stories are supposed to do. There is something extra special in these
two books though. Both take imagination and contort it. While reading these
stories, children’s minds shift, taking the imaginary and making it real. What
would happen if our bedrooms turned into jungles and we were left to defend
ourselves and our homes from these beasts that roam wild? Let me ask you, just
what would you do if one day the giant tree that was in your backyard became a
pirate ship overnight and your town and home was covered by a lake? These are
great things to think about if you are young, more so if you’re impressionable.

*
1996. Ten years old. Boise, Idaho. I have an unusual fascination for the unexplained
and tales of humans destroying themselves and each other. My mom tells me
over and over stories of Atlantis and Aliens, Wounded Knee and Witchcraft. My
dad tells me facts about history, bloody wars, and battles of good versus evil.
Though, it’s all evil. I’ve learned from him that everyone is good and everyone
is evil. My dad tells me stories about communism and the Holocaust. If there
is such a thing as past lives, I am sure I lived during the holocaust and before
that I had been a slave. Slavery fascinates me. Not in a weird way, just…all
of it. “Mom, why do some white people not like black people?” I could ask
this question every day until I’m a hundred. “Ignorance, Tessa, ignorance.
Some people just get stuck in the past, they cling to what their fathers and
father’s father did before him, one day it could end. Maybe.” I am unable to
comprehend anyone’s reasoning for it. My mom spent much of her childhood
in the South; I love hearing her stories about ghosts and living atrocities in the
South, in the sixties, amongst whites and blacks.

*
1999. 12 years old. Mrs. C**** is the worst teacher in the world; she makes
everything so much harder than it is. I don’t even know what we’re talking
about anymore. And she just loves that Chelsea. So dumb. “Hey Tessa, you look
cute today.” “Oh thanks, Chelsea, you do too.” So dumb. This last summer,
Chelsea had allegedly memorized the entire dictionary and all the teachers just
love Chelsea for doing so. “What is gelding, Chelsea?” “What does it mean to
trounce someone, Chelsea?” Oh who the hell cares, we’re twelve. I know what
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Onomatopoeia is and I know what stage left is, referring to drama. Chelsea
probably does too.

*
2003. 16 years old. Eatonville High School. Years have gone by and life is blurring
the real from the imaginary. No one cares to learn; everyone is trying to impress
everyone else. It seems to me that nothing is steady in the world and no one
is real; I question how I’m supposed to find an identity for myself when I’m
constantly being influenced by those around me. I think I’m going to be an
English teacher; literature is constant.

*
2004. 17 years old. Eatonville High School. We have to write a poem, come up
with an elaborate excuse explaining why we had missed class one day. I decide
to write mine about a girl who gets pulled over by the cops, arrested and put
in jail for several days because she fit the description of a serial killer who,
coincidentally, had sold the car to her mother the weekend before the arrest.
My teacher wonders if my fiction emulates my reality, but never verbalizes her
concern; I can see it in her eyes though, as she passes me back the paper with
Excellent written at the top. Ha. Excellent. She thinks I’m going to become
another dull face in an even duller crowd, filled with semi-objective thoughts
and dreams never realized.

*
2005. 18 years old. Pierce Community College. This is my second quarter at Pierce,
but it could count as my first because last quarter I only took one course and it
was easy as cake. This quarter I’ve got Anthropology, History, and Humanities.
All of theses are great but Humanities, ah Humanities. My teacher cannot
be described with words, it is simply fate that I have come into contact with
this woman; she’s helping me draw concrete statements out of thoughts and
ideas that I have had about race and culture since I was a young girl. For
example, today she asked us to answer a few simple questions distinguishing
the differences between race, skin color and ethnicity. I am forced to look these
simple words up, these simple words with loaded concepts.
Race: a family, tribe, people, or nation of the same stock. Stock?
Race: a group of individuals within a biological species able to breed
together. Odd.
Race: a category of humankind that shares certain distinctive physical
traits. That’s the one we all know.
Ethnicity: No definition, but there are two definitions for ethnic.
Basically all the many details of you and your heritage, leading to an explanation
for “distinctive physical traits.”
My Humanities teacher is also teaching us the real history (the one my
elementary teachers must have forgotten to mention), the history of the Native
Americans and what the settlers did to them, and how that affects them to this
day. She also teaches us about the history of slavery, how it began and ended
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and all of the horrible and glorious in-betweens. She went to Central.

*
2007. 20 years old. English 101, my sixth quarter at Pierce. Finally, my last advisor
was a complete bitch because I wanted to be an English major and hadn’t
taken English 101. I wanted to; I just hadn’t gotten around to it, too busy with
Humanities and such. My 101 teacher is, again, too brilliant and mysterious to
be described by me. It’s not that I cannot describe these two people; it’s that
I have no right, really. I know nothing about them, except what I see four days
a week for nine weeks. I can safely say he is eccentric and not just generally
speaking; he’s got an eccentricity for knowledge. He’s really smart; he knows
a lot about history and literature. I can barely keep up with him, but I want
to. I learn from him that literature is anything but constant; everyday we read
new essays and everyday our class comes together for a mere fifty minutes to
talk about these essays. Everyone’s response is general, but I get the sense that
we all have different thoughts, very different thoughts. Yesterday I went home
and thought about the essay we had talked about that day, Aldous Huxley’s
“Propaganda Under a Dictatorship,” and I imagined what our responses to
that essay would be if our grade for that class was dependent on that one
response. I imagine there would be whole, complex statements; that would vary
greatly from one person to the next and would make our teacher proud, even
if only for a minute.

*
2007. 20 years old. Last weekend I saw Maya Angelou speak at Evergreen State
College. I was so close I could see the little hairs on her head, some gray, some
dark but graying. I was in absolute awe of her; my eyes filled with tears for the
entire hour, never letting a tear fall. The way she spoke, slow and sweet, was
calming to my mind; her actual speech was very motivational, something that
if it had been any other person on the planet saying it, I would have probably
left. She told me, or the audience of two thousand or so people, that we have
to look for the rainbow in every situation. So cheesy, I know. But it’s true. We
must remember the good, even if everything around us is filled with horror and
anguish. She reminded me that everyone has issues and everyone has different
ways of dealing with those issues. She told us that humans fear that which is
alien to us but not to fear anything we feel or think because everything we feel
and think is human. I really like that. Entire religions and societies are rooted in
the fear of those who founded them. She didn’t say that. I did.

*
2008. 21 years old. A Brit. Lit. course, my last full quarter at Pierce; my last class
with my eccentric, which I’ve come to decide is too meager of a word to describe
him. I call him my eccentric because in my mind he is; I’m not sure if anyone,
on the student teacher level, appreciates him as much as I do. Lately I’ve been
getting into Van Gogh and my teacher reminds me of him, he kind of looks like
Van Gogh. Maybe they’re related…Van Gogh…only instead of paint, my teacher
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is nuts about history, which is basically life. I’m seeing that his eccentricity goes
beyond knowledge; he seeks mental and personal growth, on a level that I think
most of us never even consider. He says we know nothing; everything we think
we know is memory. Not a new concept at all, but new to me and I’m sure many
other students. He went to Central.

***
The top five people I am sure I would be friends with if the timing and/or
opportunity were right:
1. Kahlil Gibran
2. Sheryl Crow
3. Maya Angelou
4. Neil Young
5. Charles Bukowski

***
To me, the mind is like a refrigerator with all of its contents. Some
things are sweet and some are sour while some things are smellier than others.
Some items are constantly in use, in need of replacement, like milk. All the
things are just that, though—things; they are of no use to you if they just sit
there, fermenting, molding. If it is not digested it will go bad; yes, some things
do last longer than others, but it will all go bad eventually. We, as a human
race and as individual people, should be constantly using and replenishing that
which is beneficial to us, not just that which gives us immediate gratification. I
have made a decision and that is that I must overindulge in tales that color my
mind, stories that open my heart and reality that speaks to my soul. I don’t
think it would be a bad idea if other people were to follow this prescription.
I spend as much of my free time as possible thinking, and I’ve come
to accept that this is a perfectly legitimate hobby. I think about the world
and the earth, seemingly the same, but two different things. I wonder what
has happened to our dreams and imaginations and I think about how long
it has been since I actually read, “Where the Wild Things Are.” If I were to
see an anemone now, which I haven’t in years, I would be afraid to stick my
finger in it. I’ve read that it burns when you touch them because they release
a toxin into whatever it is that touched it; I don’t recall it burning. I still shake
uncontrollably when I’m scared, though now it’s usually in the classroom, when
I have something to say and no words to say it. Then I shake and I’m not cold.
Another chunk of my free time is spent questioning. Would Sherman
Alexie be my friend if the timing/opportunity were right? I decide that those
waters are too choppy to make a decision and consequently bump him from
my list, along with John Lennon. They’re a different kind of brilliant mind – the
kind I can’t keep up with yet. Why do people only ask questions when it is
beneficial to them? Like Chelsea, who probably only read the dictionary for
attention, who is probably still trying to find that attention somewhere else, in
some other great book filled with truths that neither I nor she can comprehend.
Where do we go when we die? The older I get the more clear it gets and the
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harder it is to explain. Do you know why it is that people can have the greatest
respect for someone, but never come close to showing it? Do you know why we
are fascinated with the truths of the world, and its many wonders, but not the
truths of ourselves? I think I am beginning to understand.
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The Drive to Grays Harbor College / Carson Zepp
“Welcome to Aberdeen: Come As You Are.”
The drop over the bluff transports you to a time
when the old growth still stood
and the spotted owl was just another bird.
Low, dark, overbearing clouds drown out the sky
and keep any dreamer from aiming too high.
On the left, the economic center of the county:
Wal-Mart.
The living dead traipse the sidewalks
looking for the next fix,
skeletons surviving one tweak at a time.
Over Nirvana’s muddy tomb,
past the Pourhouse and into downtown.
Here, the bums sleeping on stoops
are only outnumbered by the vacant buildings,
built at the turn of the last century
when Aberdeen was booming.
Over the Chehalis River Bridge,
from which the remnants of closed sawmills
and the shore’s graveyard of topless piers
stand out as monuments of a prosperous past.
Keep going past the South Shore Mall
where the visitors are mostly employees.
Finally, the Ark for the souls of Grays Harbor,
the college.
The mighty mascot of GHC stands proudly at the entrance,
Charlie Choker, symbol of academic prestige.
He stands as inspiration to students
with a stout stature of 15 feet.
His flattop haircut and chubby cheeks
sit atop his shirtless cedar torso
with chainsaw-carved abs.
He holds the choker at his waist with mammoth hands,
waiting to choke the next turn of logs
that will never come.
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Maple Valley / Ashel Hart
There used to be trees.
On the street I grew up on, there were trees all around.
I could drive in the car with my mom and watch the minutes tick past with 		
out passing a
building, house or store.
All we passed were trees.
There used to be a river.
My best friend and I would spend summer days in the current.
We bought black tubes from the standard station with the money we made 		
from selling lemonade
and we would just float.
We tied ropes to the maple trees and would splash in the frigid water.
We studied the salmon as they spawned and laid eggs every fall.
We always wanted to catch one, but our parents would pull back our 		
hands. They said the fish
were protected, but it didn’t really matter.
We were always too slow anyway.
The river just moved too fast.
There used to be quaint.
There was one grocery store, one barber, one hardware store and a Hallmark.
There was a dentist on the hill and a doctor by the Dairy Queen.
There was one fire station and one police station and one gas station with 		
one mechanic.
There used to be simple.
There used to be then.
Now there is now.
Now the trees only decorate the yards of the houses that sit in a line, like 		
ants on parade.
Now the river I once shared my summers with is littered with beer bottles 		
and cigarette butts and
the salmon lay their eggs elsewhere downstream.
Now there are three grocery stores only blocks apart that sell homemade 		
bread inside and
homemade heroin outside by the children of cops and teachers.
The dentist still sits on the hill and the doctor next to the Dairy Queen, 		
but they park their BMWs
in the back, away from the crime and the troublesome youth.
There used to be kids floating rivers. Now there are kids stealing beer from 7-11.
There used to be a small town that I use to call home.
Now there’s just a town.
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Fairhaven Nights / Sandra Doolittle
Let’s stroll once again
down brick-clad steps
through gated courtyards
moonlit and inviting
Let’s rest again outside
closed cafés and steal a kiss
on a bench under trailing lights
and ivy iron twirls of elegance
Let’s dream again hand in hand
past old lampposts and hanging baskets
as we window-shop a future after hours
and the deserted streets are ours alone
Let’s meet there this very evening
as midnight embraces new canvas
and paints our love on pages of forever
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My Slow Walk / Desirae Lowry
I stubbed my toe in an empty apartment, and I didn’t swear aloud.
My lips formed the tirade of four-letter words that were quite appropriate
for the amount of pain I was very suddenly and unexpectedly experiencing,
but not so much as a whisper escaped. When I could think again, I couldn’t
help but wonder why. Even my neighbors, with their ears pressed close to our
adjoining walls, wouldn’t have heard me. The reason, I decided, starts with
my being a divorced child.
My parents got divorced when I was around eight. It wasn’t a surprise.
For months, I had been distracting my younger siblings from the constant
bellowing that seemed able to penetrate steel as well as drywall. I would take
them outside to play or create a fantasy that consumed reality when my parents
forgot to whisper their barbed words. Then they stopped whispering, and
nothing I could do would distract, so I held my hands over ears until doors
slammed or engines roared to life. I had already been taking responsibility over
their lives while my parents continued to be preoccupied by their inability to
live together. My dad disappeared from the face of the planet the day after the
papers were signed, and my mom moved us to her parents’ property. It would
be a little over a year later before we heard anything about my dad.
The memory has been watered down by time and impression, but I
remember it as being a typical Phoenix afternoon. It was still early spring on a
predictably sunny day in a comfortable eighty-degree setting. The brown cloud
hung broodingly over the city, but it was far enough away to slip from the mind.
The cicadas were already buzzing in the mesquite trees, the blossoms on our
orange tree were giving off a familiar, clean citrus tang, and I was barefoot on a
broken sidewalk, drinking in the sun. It was a strikingly natural day for any desert rat.
In that memory, storm clouds seem to gather in my mind as I
remember my mother walk up to me and announce impassively that my dad
was now remarried and living four states away. Then she walked away, and kept
walking. My first thought centered on the disappointment that we didn’t even
get a wedding invitation. But I couldn’t think on that. I had to be strong for my
brother and sister, who were already looking to me, only just noticing that the
world was going to continue dropping us on our heads. I didn’t realize it then,
but my mother was slowly checking herself out both mentally and physically
from any reality that I knew.
My slipping into her shoes was more of a slow walk. It began small,
as reminders about dinner and that she needed to send in the forms for school
lunches. Each step was unintentional, but necessary. Before long, I was making
sure teeth were brushed before bed, everyone was up for school, and that hair
did not resemble bird nests. I even tried to get bedrooms cleaned, but found
that I couldn’t teach what I couldn’t do. Finally, her shoes were my shoes, and I
was telling her when to eat and that she should give up on surfing the net in an
hour and go to bed. She did have work in the morning after all.
I no longer had time to think about my dad, but it still hurt when
birthdays and Christmas passed without mention. It would be years before I
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would find out that he had called every day for months when he first left. That
birthday cards somehow disappeared in the distance between Washington and
Arizona, and that Christmas presents were re-tagged when we didn’t catch
them first. I wouldn’t discover exactly how far their hate/love had affected our
lives until I moved in with my dad in high school, when I started prying half
truths from my dad and step-mom. I never was able to get anything but denials
and evasions out of my mom.
Above all else, I didn’t have the luxury of showing the results of her
battle. I was the General of a much smaller nation, caught directly between
two warring countries. Their bombs and artillery would miss and explode in
my territory, forcing me to put up stronger defenses so that I could protect my
soldiers. During cease-fires, we would wait for the smoke to clear, and I would
inspire the troops with the promise of a war ended. And they would believe
me. They believed because the General is strong, the General does not show
weakness, and the General is the rock in the middle of the Sahara.
I would like to think that my position in their war has made me
stronger, but I’m more inclined to think that it has just made it easier to hide.
I guess there is a strength in that. Some days I think that it will make me a
better parent when my time comes. Then I catch my mother in my reflection
and decide that I won’t risk a child’s sanity. Until time speaks up for me, I am
a General wondering why I silently swear. Sometimes the past trips you in its
chase, and occasionally it will knock you upside your head for running so fast.
But the real reason for my silent swears is that some habits die hard, and others
live on, forgotten but never far away.
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Secondhand / Jessi Earleywine
On lunch break, we urge Jim
to send her to the light, to guide her on.
To let her go. But I think Jim is lonely,
either that or full of shit.
What’s the difference? Nothing
that Sylvia Browne or Murphy’s Oil Soap
won’t answer, either way.
And meth’s a son of a bitch. Zombie-maker.
Jim used to twitch like a kaleidoscope of nerves.
Now he’s missing teeth and we
have to listen to his stories.
But I believe this one. Why wouldn’t I?—
maybe I would see her too.
It’s eleven years now, and she won’t leave
Jim’s one-window apartment. Ever
since that time a slow-headed coworker
followed her home and
shot her dead. Still she lingers, turns
up the music, makes a hollow in the sheets.
Jim never met her in the flesh. But
we all remember the story—
this town is such a tumble-down
weed-eating train stop, and the newspaper
is always hungry.
So this is life, Jim says today, dumping bleach
into a bucket. Long after the thrill of youth
has used him up, he wrings the mop
with bony hands
and half-ass cleans the floors.
It’s seven-o’clock and the thrift store is shining
in neon lights from across the avenue.
Jim’s done sorting rags—
Oompa-loompas, he calls them.
He smiles at six-foot-four and weaves slightly,
hugs every lady he knows and speaks
in a charming baritone. Always lovely
to see you, he says.
Lord Almighty, what a day.
After the last of the red-tagged socks and handme-down plastic bags are gone
and all the deadbolts have been turned,
Jim makes his way down seven blocks
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from the hilltop to the old neighborhood,
guided by streetlights. He slouches,
but there’s a bounce in his step.
He has company waiting.
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Tangible / Rachel Pybon
“My favorite thing is to go where I’ve never been.”
- Diane Arbus
You took me for a drive today.
We drove in your pickup truck
out to the edges of town
where concrete becomes dirt
and space becomes
We saw tall corn stalks
arthritic from the October cold
moving stiffly in the wind
and dozens of anchored black cows
eating into the quiet.
You showed me where you lived as a child.
As we drove by, I placed
your five year old smallness
in the sunny doorway and saw you wave at me.
I saw your same smile, toothy and calming.
I asked you to wait for me.
And I know your father died
by driving himself into a ditch
somewhere between here and there.
I watched the road for signs.
Are we only what we’ve done?
I reached across the cab for your hand,
silent and waiting.
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Curriculum Vitae Poem / Marlene Divina
I was born in a city full of trees and rivers with Indian names.
My mother, hiding her moccasins in the back of the closet, wishes my raven
hair away.
Starting early, she punishes me for looking like her. Tells me my father didn’t
want me. My mother enjoys passing this on to me.
But father, like his homeland fjords and dark winter, is quiet. He hides in
the sagas of his cowboy days gone by. I learn to find cover in long sheets of
butcher paper, drawings of other houses, other girls, girls with other mothers.
A little sister is born. Mother is proud this baby is so fair, floating in like a
cherished breeze.
When I run to school, the old lady who lived in a shoe lets my kinder class
learn to tie our laces on her house.
My winter coat comes with a used hanky in its pocket. My new clothes hang
on wire hanger shoulders, Catholic plaid.
A young woman protesting the war, I catch Mother’s hand as it swings toward
my face for the last time.
I follow the road south to the land of Shakespeare, E.E. Cummings, Vonnegut
and Baldwin.
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I escape farther and the City of Angels shows me how to fly, love, real and not
real, and taste the illegal.
When the angels fall from grace, I crawl out of the heat and back to the damp
fertile earth of the north.
And here my life begins, as I meet you and I am your favorite. You are mine.
The full blue moon pulls the amniotic tide and our child is born. He is the one
character who can explain God.
We write a book. Now, for all to see, I am raven-haired and proud.
Years of moving, making each house a home. Our son stays hear, keeping me
on the curb, not allowing me to step in front of the bus of loneliness.
My father escapes. I visit his grave.
Mother loses her mind. For good. She calls the cops when I take a chair she
has given me.
Now sitting together in this cozy room, we lock ourselves in our own selfimposed poetry.
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The Man in the Suit on the Bench / Ryan Phill
The Satchi gallery is erected alongside the Thames River. Inside its
walls circulate pieces of the most brutal modern British art. By way of seven
pounds entry fee a person can question if what they see in its halls are real
people or more lifeless sculptures. A room filled four feet high with suffocating
used car oil (with the exception of a short walkway to the center of the room) is
in the corner of the building on the second floor. The slimy oil creates a perfect
reflection, life and structure mirrored by the stench of now lifeless blood of
the earth. In the main gallery a seedy bed is the showcase for used condoms,
needles, booze, makeup and the filth of the artist, a reflection of used life. If
one stands outside the walls of the gallery, with the proper solicitude for sorrow
and grandeur, he will feel the power of the River Thames’s history floating on,
backwards and forwards, tumbling. And under the morose November sky a
dread of melancholy is able to seep through the toughest of skins, saturate the
grimiest. Time wavers, weaves, ruptures, and on it rolls by which not even the
heaviest of cements can contain.
The park benches punctuating the crusts of the Thames are reclined,
curved as a Lazyboy, and elevated just enough as to be able to see the water
over the cemented lining of the dark liquid. London’s comfort was not designed
to be a luxury, but rather a necessity for those who are inclined to the particular
innocence that strikes the soul upon viewing the infinite. The air of history and
time humanizes, raptures, causing dangerous soliloquies. In London, comfort
can only be afforded by the tiniest of methods possible. On one of the benches
in front of the gallery, next to the Thames, sits a man who is in his late thirties.
His dark hair barely blows in the breeze, keeping a consistent European, uneven
style. He is wearing a faded black suit that fits oddly. His folded legs pull the
ends of his trousers to a level just below the knees, exposing his thinning brown
socks. The tie he is wearing is a velvet color and loosened to the second button.
The man squints toward the murky water. Sometimes he thinks that he
needs glasses, but he tends to think of himself as a narcissist. He’s tired of giving
in to commercialized methods of self-improvement, and besides, the added
fading and blurred objects in his vision give him a greater sense of euphoria,
or so he likes to believe. He again squints toward the water, melting it with the
facades of the large buildings across the river.
The sun is beginning to set beyond the man and the purpled haze
in the sky skirts over the building tops. He thinks about leaving for his walk
to Camden, where he lives, but he has little energy and welcomes the coming
of cold, vagrants, hunger, and anything that can further confound his dreary
evening.
Maybe he shouldn’t have walked to Elephant and Castle, south
London, today. That was too far. Why does he continue to go when he lost his
job? He likes it there, though. He likes walking around in his suit and hearing
the Africans talk a different tongue. Listening to it is soothing. He feels removed
there, a visitor of power with a touch of innocence, of style and untainted
eloquence. The 290 bus would be an option to get home, but the four pounds
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forty pence left in his soiled pocket is just enough to buy a four-pack of Carling
for the walk home. Time to think, to wind down and pretend to feel, to awe at
life with a cynically piercing eye.
The river always moves, streams in and out of the dark heart. But it’s
history, the man thinks. It could be the same circulating water from thousands
of years ago and as the man leans over his knees he feels the weight of the river’s
depths. That damn bastard of a river, it knows all. It’s the only power able to
survive. Destruction has swept her mighty hand across London many times, but
the Thames is indestructible, permanent. Pressure builds in the man’s chest.
His mind sweeps to nothing. People have died for the city, created, loved,
hated, built, demolished, and what has he done? Got fired from his low-end
management position? He is nothing. It doesn’t matter anymore. He feels like
passing out and his legs are going numb, so he slowly grabs his black suitcase
off the chill cement and lifts his weightless body off his reclined bench.
With briefcase in hand, the man walks heavily and drowsily to the
steps leading up to the footbridge. He pauses at the first step, looks at the
rough cement, and pulls his legs up and up. The top now, continue on. It’s not
until at the crest of the modern footbridge that he regains the composure of
consciousness, or rather until he notices any thought process, sound, or smell.
What had he been doing, where is he, what time is it? No, no, he is walking
home, leaving the comfortable bench, footbridge, London. The shock of
sudden capitulation expresses only the dullness in his life, he thinks. Emptiness
is kin to him by now, his partner, his crime.
There are people on the bridge with the man who is now stopped. A
woman walking the opposite direction is smoking a fag. That’s it, that’s what
brought him back to reality, the stopped man thinks. Why had he forgotten
his smokes? He loves smoking a butt, anything to take his mind away. It had
been hours since his last score. He guesses that emptiness is like that, when
one acquiesces nothingness because there is no need to come to terms with
anything else. Nothing matters anymore to him. That’s why he loves the night;
the darkness helps him achieve blankness, the coma of nothingness. His
appetite for reality has long eroded to the ash of London. He knows his crime,
but at least it is nothing, and morally devoid.
He once read forty-three pages of a book dealing with existentialism,
by a philosopher whose name he could never remember. He liked it, especially
the feeling of importance he received from the white pages. The writer knew he
would read it and he did read it, in part, so he could belong to a distinct class of
people. The man remembers this feeling of empowerment and his heart pounds
stronger for a few beats, but smelling the smoke around him, he looks for more
people with fags, and now his heart pounds only with the need for nicotine.
The man searches his back pockets. Nothing, just an empty pouch of
Drum tobacco. It has been there for over a week now, but he likes it to stay. It
makes him feel better when he asks others for tobacco, less like a thief. He’s not
a liar when he says, I just ran out. Look at the pouch; it’s still in his pocket for
Christ’s sake. Only when he is really desperate, after about the tenth no, does
he move to more deviously inventive approaches, and believe him, there are all
too many approaches. It’s really a kind of hobby, he thinks. There are endless
options when a mad city is half-full with first-timers. The innocent give fags
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readily, or they give them under a simple ploy, but they always give them. The
well-offs are more difficult because they are hardened a little more. Sometimes
employing a case of extreme pity will do the job. Other times an aggressive tone
will get you a cigarette because they just want you to leave them alone. The
madmen, the haggard, are the toughest. Sometimes a sense of camaraderie
will get you the score, especially if you have seen them around. But most of the
time no level of pity, ploys, nor aggressiveness will suffice to separate a madman
from his tobacco, that is, if he has any in the first place. And in the second
place, if he does not have any, well, walk far away from him.
A young gentleman with a blue North Face jacket, newly worn jeans,
and on his arm a pretty girl with pink attire, walks past the man. The gentleman
is smoking. Easy target, the man in the suit thinks. Innocence. With a little
respectable pity for a man who just ran out of tobacco, the man in the suit now
smokes a Marlboro light—not the toughest of cigarettes, but it will do.
The man with the suit and briefcase takes a moment with his latest
score and looks into the distance from the peak of the footbridge crossing the
Thames. It is dark and the water flickers with reflected light. Parliament and
Big Ben glorify the side of the river with Gothic peaks and romantic hands of
time illuminated by illusions of bright angels dancing on the tips and tops,
reaching to heaven. But that is not what the man thinks about. Illusions are
dangerous, he thinks. Illusions conceal what we are really seeing, confuse our
senses, creates madness. Lights are only illusion’s employees, seeking to create
false happiness. The man with the suit would prefer to see London under the
moon, with only dinky, flickering candles to navigate. That is the layer that we
feel, but we are unable to cope with it because we see different. We see falsity.
The Thames is true, the man in the suit thinks. You can move it a couple
of feet this way, a couple of inches that way, you can light its outer layer with
reflections of dancing angels, and you can throw as many dead bodies in it is as
you wish, but no amount of human endeavor can alter its darkness, mystique,
and power. It cannot burn or be desecrated by human stain. It can never die.
The man feels like he is being watched by its eyes, tested, probed by them. He
is a speck in time, a single bacterium eating the flesh around its marrow. He
cannot escape his crime.
The man with the suit finishes his fag and continues to walk across
the footbridge with chin to his chest. Before he looks up he is walking down
The Strand toward Trafalgar Square. Men with dainty women walk frequently
past him, most likely coming from the latest play or opera. Once at Trafalgar
Square, he turns up toward Tottemham Court Road, where his favorite 24-hour
convenient store is located. He makes it to the store in about half of an hour
and buys a four-pack of Carling, thanking the Indian man at the register.
By the time the man in the suit reaches Euston Road his steps are no
longer linear. He briefcase sways and hits the side of his right knee with every
step. His head, almost fully up, swaggers back and forth. People rush to and
from the Euston bus station. Those fools, he thinks. They know nothing, they
see nothing. But what does it matter? Nothing matters to him, he knows his
crime. This dullness feels good, he thinks, this obliterating fog of consciousness.
His steps become more rapid and sporadic as he cuts through Euston
Station. He bumps into several people, but regains balance shortly. He feels
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watched and probed with every passing person, darkened and enclosed with
every light. Why did he have to go to Elephant and Castle today? Such a damn
long walk home. These damn lights and people are making him go mad. He
just wants to sit, to be alone, to feel nothing, but what are these people doing,
he thinks. Where are they going? What do they hope to accomplish? It doesn’t
matter. He just needs to make it home, or at least to the dark streets where he
cannot be watched.
A cigarette is what he needs, he thinks. A good old fag. He needs one.
He sees a young gentlemen smoking and approaches with one of his cleverest
late-night ploys. He approaches the man with a haste of a man running toward
desire disparate from hope but concerned with the well-being of the self and
thinking of the desperate. The target man is told that the stores are closed
and that he may donate a person a cigarette until that person can acquire one
a distance away. The man in the suit responds with gratitude as he politely
pinches the cigarette from the stranger and continues to turns his head with
reproach.
The man in the suit walks off and turns from Euston Road to head up
to Camden, enjoying his score. A half of an hour later he walks up the stairs
to enter his third-story flat. He opens the door and walks into the darkness.
He turns to the right and switches a single lamp that has a red bulb in it—just
enough light to navigate through the one-bedroom studio. There is a single bed
as the centerpiece to the room, which is surrounded by strewn fifth of bottles,
clothes, torn underwear, and open, molding cans of food.
He takes off his jacket and throws it to the side as he sits on the soiled
white sheets. Had he really walked home? It seemed so quick. His Carling is
gone. He thinks about the Thames, sitting on the reclined bench just a moment
ago looking into the darkness, history floating on, time wavering. He thinks
about his job. The lights are only illusions, he thinks. It feels good to sit in
darkness, the coma of nothingness. At least he knows his crime. Tomorrow he
thinks he will put his suit on and go to Elephant and Castle where he can listen
to the Africans talk and where he feels removed and connected.
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Strangers / D.C. Enders
I went swimming at the bottom of a waterfall, floated to the shore with
purple fingers and toes, only to be warmed by the yellow of a woman’s
bathing suit.
She was older than me, and I knew she was wiser and would be in charge if
we rolled naked in the damp sand, covered like battered fish ready for each
other’s deep fryers.
I wondered in her. I couldn’t understand why she was there. With her five
year old boy at the bottom of the falls, having crawled over boulders, having
slid down a muddy grade of fern and root, I felt she would have been better
off in the car. Silly.
I sat down next to her and grabbed my damp knees. She smelled warm,
and her smile, fully aware of its perfect position under the frame of her
sunglasses, pulled the words from my heart. I spoke in poetry, anxious of
nothing, wanting nothing more than to share my view of the world with her.
If I could, I would have handed her my heart in a seashell so she could listen
to it over and over like an ocean wave.
The waterfall mist laid soft on our skin. She leaned over to cover something
up, and I glanced at her legs and the rise of her hip. How the yellow material
covered what I wanted to see!
She caught me staring at her body. She smiled, turned back to me and the
emerald pool of ebbing water and touched my arm. Her sweet-honey aroma
floated to my groin—I was her slave. We did not speak another word but
made love in the irises of our eyes like sun-kissed Egyptians.
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Secret Voyage / Sandra Doolittle
In a land few choose
to travel, I’ve gotten very good
at hiding. I’ve gotten very good
at sensing danger.
Storms still sneak
up on me. Behind my back,
beasts crouch and spring,
scream and screech and claw
their way to my throat.
And I am mute.
Bruised and pale,
I am sleepless
most nights. White walls harbor
tense and raging power
unchecked by outside
eyes. Wide-eyed babes cry—
And silver tears run
deep into the asphalt night.
I hold my breath and hear
familiar pitiless threats
of the vulture—
who left this morning
on silent wings
and returned this evening
with blood on its beak—for me
to clean. As I bathe
in longing, I am
planning my secret
voyage. I am hauling
off the splintered arms and legs
of wooden idols
I will burn in the long
cold winter
while I sip the warmth
of a fragile freedom.
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Socks / Amy Schille
Like a loving servant they
wipe their masters’ feet
after a warm day, or like a loyal
friend, they endure the ugliest parts
about a soul. Once proud
and confident, but ashamed
in bed, they hide between
the sheets like a bashful
lover, and are found the way
old friends find each other, or the way
close friends find over time
the secret identity of the other
and fold together the old and new.
Like monozygotic twins, they are
sometimes separated across
time and space: one gets inevitably
worn and loved more than
the other. What once matched
now clashes. Never again
will they be identical like
when they were pried from
the womb where they were
so close.
After a while, they’re like the drunk
uncle nobody
wants around. They hide him
under the layers of less suspicious
characters; he is hidden behind praises
offered toward the well dressed brother,
the hard working mother, the newborn
baby girl, and the obediently
trained dog, and nobody is embarrassed.
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Camera Lucida / Chris Mayer
The lynching of Jesse Washington May 16, 1916 			
Burned body on the gallows.
				
				
				
				
				
				
				
				

Waco, Texas

True memento mori,
body’s body
now like wood,
cinder twin of the timber
on which he hangs.
His waist covered in cloth
a perverse
signal of decency.

Twenty-three men stare back at me. One looks to the left. One leans against
the gallows pole eyes closed. One has an ‘x’ marked above his head, an
inky crucifix.
The picture cuts off all but the tops of five children’s heads.
One child is tall enough to show his face projecting brutal innocence.

(stanza break)
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POST CARD: KATY ELECTRIC STUDIO TEMPLE TEXAS. H. LIPPE, PROP.
								
PLACE
STAMP
HERE
CORRESPONDENCE HERE				

This is the
Barbeque we
had last night
my picture is to
the left with a
cross over it your
son Joe.
No address no stamp. Brittle jaundiced paper.
They used to make postcards of lynchings. 		
Souvenirs naked to our legacy.
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NAME AND
ADDRESS HERE

How Earthlings Learned Rhyme / Ian Burns
The Astronomer
At first was verse. Wild, unrehearsed, but the harmony, ringing omnitonally
on the rim of a galaxy,
was my tune.
How did it read? Like skimming blue giants on the dark-side of an eyelid.
How did it play? Like grooving to Terra-Extra and the Heavenly Bodies.
Like
Sun went hum.
Mercury snapped off beats off-time staying out.
Venus kept motion, swingin’ hips,
and got Mars pipin’ funky-starship-radio hits, on
Jupiter, off
Saturn, on
Neptune, off
Pluto…
Then all that splashed. Man’s mind began to bubble.
The Oceanographer
Forget, squares?
To bop, do
what it is that allows you
to pop the top of your aquifer and will bodies of water.
Seas of Divine Economy,
where I’ll meet you.
Be warned; I need a Fisher, man.
Fisherman leap in naked,
Get thrilled.
harpoon SHARK.
				
HERE BE MONSTERS!
With jaws build rows of oblong vibraphone,
with gills make guitar strings. Waste nothing,
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compose jazz symphonies.
Be warned. To bop,
dive, dive, dive.
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Sub-Prime Poetics & Banking Dreams / Xavier Cavazos
American chickens are coming home to roost naked like you on Wall Street
The Coney Island sun breathes presidential neglect and boardwalk political talk
Mock. Mock. Balk. Fanny Mae and Freddy Mac smoke crack in the ghettos of D.C.
Countrywide and WaMu are the names of my two new tutors at school
Should have tucked in your kids better George
Should have read us all a good book
The hedge fund worm on a hook
A nation dissolves into verbal brawls
God falls. No more tree hangings
or bi-partisan sex
So… how’s my setting?
How do you like my rising action?
Where do you see yourself in this sermonic dream
Short selling martinis?
So is this a love song or a wasteland?
Proof rock it
P.S. idiot
Not T.S. Elliot
This dream ain’t no Paulson Wall Street
Georgey Porgy bailout stripped down to bikini top presidential politics
So… Is this a psychoanalytical systematic French (I need some deodorant)
Lacan? Or a Pedro Xavier Cavazos Mexican con?
And now that this poem has come to prime
in a pasture of congressional cowards
Are you ready to open your new bare-boned accounts?
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Assassin: Alexander Berkman / Chris Mayer
“Movements are systems and systems kill.”
−Crass, Punk is dead
I am a thorough revolutionist.
I carry a currency of revoked passports,
and homemade anarchist pamphlets.
After I’m dead someone will underline in my prison memoirs
the passage on page nine that reads:
“the thorough revolutionist needs no such self-doubting preparations. For I
know that I do not need them. The feeling is quite impersonal, strange as it
may seem. My own individuality is entirely in the background.”
Workers strike
Homestead Steelworks
Pinkerton thug work.
Iron in the blood,
in the iron, blood.
I am the unprepared background
in the thick of life flowing down the Monongahela.
I sleep on the train to Pittsburgh
and in that halfway, waking sleep, consciousness cut-up like a newspaper:
working nickel
Association		
Pittsburgh, Jan. 6, 1892
come serious
the reinstatement		
demand an inover the
grant an inThe
indications
are
that this
will
In New York I was broke, cold, smoking cheap cigarettes
with other revolutionaries (not as thorough as me).
Really wake ’em up this time, Alexander!
I will.
I will use the third person.
			
Alexander arranges attentats.
			
Anarchist assassin Alexander
				
against abuse,
					
against all authority.
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Murder doesn’t have to be hard; all you have to do is pull the trigger.
Can’t wait to see myself in the papers
posing intelligently in a photograph,
portrait of an anarchist.

I’m not a person anymore, never was really.
I’m a system aiming for Frick
BLAST!
			
BLAST!!
Imprisoned and faithful to nihilism.
My lips are
past
paste
pastels.
I believe in nothing, but I believe in love.
I love the bullet that will not miss the second time,
gun barrel pointing cold against my skin, under my ribs.
I will squeeze the life out of me.
I will feed my stomach one last meal of lead.
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The Patriot / Carson Zepp
Aristotle would call me Poverty’s son,
but my crime’s parent is prohibition,
and my revolution against regulation
was fertilized in the womb of recession.
The line between right and wrong fades
when there’s three younguns to feed
and you’re always last in line at the soup kitchen,
so broke that you can’t even afford your pride.
Walking in the shadows of the Founding Fathers,
while hiding in the shadows of a backwood holler.
That rebellion was fought with muskets and cannons,
this one is fought with copper line and machine guns.
Hancock ran rum, while I run 'shine.
His fight was for liberty, but so is mine.
A hero in revolution but an outlaw in prohibition?
America must be the land of contradiction.
The public lusts for inebriation but fears incarceration,
pious to consume, sinful to produce.
Tonight they get their fill from my still,
and tomorrow they'll go back to that righteous act.
Methodists and Presbyterians accuse me
of brewing the Devil’s water,
then preach about Jesus turning water into wine.
Well ol' J.C. is a good friend of mine
and he’s been known to tip back the jug,
from time to time.
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Better Not Get Arrested / Scott Stoops
The first arrest is the worst, they say,
but they are wrong.
Every time after,
when you talk to the cops,
drunk, on your lawn, or
when you are sitting in the backseat of a car,
holding down your seat belt
you forgot to buckle,
the cop’s flashlight peering
into the car,
his stinking breath pouring
over the window,
you can’t help but notice
that your stomach is beginning
to sink and your heart has climbed to your throat.
Your brain begins to wander down
the road as you sit,
think of going back
to court,
to probation,
to treatment classes,
to writing checks to the Municipal Court,
to looking at the tears dripping
from your mother’s eyes,
to looking at the ground,
to taming your eyes,
harnessing them,
chaining them,
so you can’t bring them to stare
into your Father’s eyes, not dripping
but full like a puddle, screaming
“How could you do this to us!
How could you do this to her!”
So instead you look at your mother,
and see not a woman,
but your mother,
the woman who gave you life,
who brought you up,
who taught you, raised you,
bought you your favorite toys,
even when you were bad.
Brought you a comic book
when you were sick at home
(even when you were faking it).
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Who, when you were born,
ceased to be one entity
and became two.
So when you look into her eyes,
it is you dripping out of them.
It is her pride in you,
her love,
her patience.
It is the severance of her memories of you,
her thoughts of you,
it is the image of you in her head,
as the “perfect son”
that slowly begins to drip from her eyes,
and you think of the picture,
in her wallet,
the one she sees first,
the one she shows
to the people working at Albertsons,
to her friends.
The one she shows you
every time she opens her wallet.
And you can’t bear it anymore,
so you look at your father.
And when, from the depths
of your brain you return
from 1,000 countless horrors,
from the “worst case scenario,”
from the “last case scenario,”
you realize the cop only wanted
your friends in the house to shut up,
or he didn’t want to fill out more paperwork,
or he has bigger fish to fry.
So when the cop leaves the house,
or your car merges back onto the street
and continues driving,
you can experience a high,
you can’t get from sniffing,
or smoking,
or drinking,
or swallowing.
You experience freedom,
you are bullet-proof,
you are a mile wide.
You are free and everything
is still right in the world.
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The Cat / Jamie McIntyre
sits
hisses
jumps (misses)
purrs
sleeps
eats and eats
watches while you brush your teeth
sits in front of your TV
hisses at your fuzzy socks
jumps onto the counter
(and falls just like a sack of rocks)
purrs when you are trying to sleep
sleeps and eats and eats and eats
watches while you brush your teeth
trips you when you go down stairs
lies in drawers of underwear
rips up all your magazines
expects the treatment of a king—
sits outside the bathroom door
is useless in an unfair fight
attacks you in the dead of night
chews on all your favorite shoes
demands attention while you watch the news
begs for food and jumps on counters
knocks over all your dirt-filled planters
sticks its nose inside your ear
cleans itself before the mirror
watches when you brush your teeth
(and purrs when you come home from work
rolls around in the sun
loving when the day is done)
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The Elder Statesman Takes a Swim / David M. Guzman
Cats can swim.
Your cat will swim. He may not want to, but when thrust into a
rather deadly situation, and his lives are flashing in front of his eyes, then his
paws will paddle him to safety. He’s rather good at swimming, too, I might
add.
This is not a widely-known fact. I don’t think any scientific journal or
distinguished news source has published an article on swimming cats. To my
current 22-year old wealth of knowledge, no scientist in history has attempted
to perform this particular experiment and write about it.
I threw my cat Scarecrow into moving water once, when I was six
years old. I threw him into a canal for irrigation water, to be exact. My family—
mother, father, brother (who was apparently absent during this episode), and
myself, lived on a small farm in a tiny settlement called Mabton. We lived on
nine acres of land, all of which needed a water source in order to hydrate the
grass and vegetation. Right next to our house, about 25 feet away, was a canal
on a steep bank. Besides other interesting agricultural resources like that,
Mabton is uninteresting and goes unnoticed. It isn’t even shown on some maps
of Washington.
However, Mabton, Washington, was put on the map one time in my
life. In January of oh-four, the first case of Mad Cow Disease in our country was
reported in my small cyst of a town. The world news outlets showed a graphic
of the state of Washington, with the word MABTON next to a big star, right in
the proper location. For a few short weeks, Mabton was besieged by national
news reporters and given all sorts of attention from people in big cities.
I almost put Mabton on the map, back when I was six. I would have,
too, if it weren’t for my do-gooder mother and father physically stopping me.
I couldn’t figure out what the big problem was. I distinctly remember both
parents wondering why in the world I would do something like that…trying to
drown a cat! No. The only thing I could think of was the fact that they would
have rather had the fame and fortune for themselves, and not for me. Making
a scientific discovery like this would most definitely be subject to accolades and
monetary rewards.
That old Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget knew why. As he would say, if
he were alive, all children go through the period where they explore and make
discoveries on their own. We would experiment to learn how to think abstractly,
which is impossible for young children to do initially. He even called them “little
scientists.” That was me.
I don’t even remember how this idea of tossing a cat into a current to
test its swimming abilities came into play. It was not necessarily something I
was thinking about heavily. The amazing thing about being six years old is how
you can come up with such life-altering plans and mind-blowing revelations off
the top of your head without thinking about them, or thinking them through.
Nowadays, I long for that hyperactive energy and unabashed creativity,
especially in a college class that involved writing with those very traits.
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We had a lot of cats at that time. Most of them were kittens,
abandoned by a young mother. We had a couple hunters, and a few older
citizens that had no real purpose. I latched onto them at an early age, admiring
their independence, their unintentionally comical skittishness (at least whenever
I was in their presence), and varied personalities. We had dogs, but most dogs
have predictable personalities. Cats don’t get caught up with empty loyalty and
dependence on their owner for everything. I admired that.
Scarecrow was the elder statesman of our farm. Once a fierce mouser
who kept our barn free of rodents and gave away his prey to young orphan
kittens, at that time he was seemingly content to idly survey the territory and
be patted by his loving owners. He was my favorite—both because of his easygoing attitude, and for his distinctive appearance. He was definitely a mutt-cat,
colored white, with big black splotches randomly placed on his fur. He looked
as if a demented artist flung black paint at him with a three inch brush, with
the two black splotches around his eyes. A perfectly formed black triangle was
around his little wet nose, giving him a striking resemblance to a scarecrow in
feline form.
Scarecrow was getting up in his years, moving a bit slower and taking
it a bit easier. When our dogs and livestock and even my family members were
busy running around with some particular purpose in mind, Scarecrow would
sit calmly, eyes half-open, in a state of utter relaxation, taking things as they
came. I admired that.
It had to have been in the middle of the summer, one of those days
in which the plants and trees move in slow-motion as a wavy haze could be
seen in the horizon. The world-weary sun was blaring lackadaisically onto the
earth, heating the ground and making grass feel warm and dry on bare feet. The
scattered foliage in our back yard offered shade. Scarecrow, who quickly sought
refuge underneath an old, gnarled tree, was generally cleaning off his face with
a moistened paw.
He turned his head to see a familiar face with a decidedly more
mischievous bent.
I don’t think he knew that in a scant few seconds, he would be swept
off his paws and hoisted unwillingly over his owner’s shoulder.
I don’t think he was expecting to be clumsily lugged by a six year old
child, two grubby arms enclosing his midsection, his back legs outstretched in
front of him.
I don’t suppose Scarecrow was thrilled by the sight of a canal of infinite
length, the impossibly bright reflections bouncing off the transparent, green
water and deflecting into his eyes.
I don’t believe he had any idea that he was about to be a part of
modern scientific history.
My mother and my father, oblivious to what was taking place on top
of the canal bank a few yards away from them, were in the garden, quietly
toiling under the sun, mumbling to themselves.
Panting, I reached the top of the summit with Scarecrow in my stern
grip. Scarecrow looked down into the water with a quizzical look on his face,
but didn’t struggle or try to get away. Perhaps he never had any experience with water,
I thought. The thought never crossed my mind that he might not know how to
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swim. I took a deep breath and prepared to send Scarecrow off.
With a tremendous sideways heave, my cat left my chubby arms and
became airborne. His taut front paws and extended tail became the two rotor
blades of a helicopter. For about one half of a second, the copter hovered in
the air, before losing momentum and power. The dramatic whoop-whoop blade
sounds became fainter as Scarecrow sailed from the air into the depths. His
midsection painfully slapped the water. Tsssh.
Scarecrow had a weary, frantic expression on his face, which was
unusual to see. His head was bobbing up and down as he stared wide-eyed
into the sky. His tail was sticking halfway out of the water, looking skinny and
bald, bent at an unusual angle. His front paws were visible, doggy-paddling
him towards his destination at the end of the canal. Even as a six-year old child,
the idea of a cat having to doggy-paddle was too ironically humorous for me
to ignore. Half-tickled, half-amazed, I watched my cat calmly paddle himself to
shore.
My cat slowly trudged up the edge of the canal bank in the same way
I would if I had to climb out of a pool fully clothed. He rested at the top of
the bank, visibly breathing heavily. His fur was pressed down against his frail
body, dripping with water. He looked like a Chihuahua—small, bony, weak,
vulnerable, sad. To coincide with his new dog-like appearance, he aggressively
shook the remaining water off himself, and sat back down in the exact same
spot to continue sulking. I responded to this pathetic scene with a whoop of joy
and amazement and sped away, off the canal bank and leaving Scarecrow there
to continue shaking water off himself.
I felt like running down the canal bank, as fast as my tiny legs would
take me, but I decided against it. I didn’t want to sound any more breathless
than I already would, explaining to my parents this big discovery of mine. My
parents were still kneeling, still wordless, hypnotically digging in the dirt with
tools. I took my sweet time and trudged off the canal bank, down the small
path that led from the bank to the lawn next to the garden.
I had a smirk on my face, a certain smirk. My friends and family
all tell me that I’ve always had a certain facial expression that looks like I’m
trying desperately not to crack a wide, toothy grin. My lips are puckered, my
body is quivering slightly, my cheeks slightly flushed. My eyes are the only giveaway, they get wider and wider. I used to do that as a child to mask pride,
accomplishment, or my obvious pleasure in something that I preferred not to
show. I still do it now, usually when I concoct a clever joke or a pun and a wish
to remain the professional comedian in front of my friends.
I suspect I had the dopey expression on my face right before I finally told
my parents about my big discovery. I repeatedly rehearsed my announcement
to myself, with quiet, hushed whispers, while I was descending the bank. My
mother and father stopped what they were doing, and saw their son, standing
there with the goofy smirk while dry dirt stuck to his wet pants and shoes. They
probably said something to me, but my mind was obviously too occupied, too
busy showing me visions of myself demonstrating and explaining my experiment
on Nova than to focus on much else.
I stood stoically, wide-eyed, and performed an obligatory throat
clearing. Then I delivered my well-rehearsed announcement:
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“Cats can swim.”
My mother turned her head slightly to the side, also like a Chihuahua.
“What?”
“Cats swim! You told me that they couldn’t swim. But I threw Scarecrow
in the canal and he swam just fine!”
Most normal children would have been too full of guilt to admit an
illegal and immoral act like animal abuse.
My father stopped digging around in the dirt. “You what?”
Obviously my discovery was lost on these two old, jaded souls.
Scarecrow must have understood the conversation that was taking
place. Amazingly, inexplicably, he trundled halfheartedly over the garden as if
reading from a script in a high school play. His fur was a bit bushier, but still
unkempt and obviously very wet. Still reading from his script, he awkwardly sat
himself into the dry dirt and delivered a flat, lifeless meow.
My memory of the event, which is surprisingly vivid, suddenly becomes
fragmented and hazy. I remember my mother taking action, getting up off the
warm ground and taking me inside the house. Her grubby hand had adhered
to my arm and dirtied my sleeve. She thrust the screen door open quickly and
violently, as she did when she was angry, and let it snap back into its former
position. I half-expected her to tell me to bend over and smack me with a filthy
hand. But she washed them first.
“Bend over!”
I wonder if Piaget would have gotten swatted in the same way if he had
done something similar. He probably would have. After all, he had parents,
who probably were like other parents—far beyond childlike exploration, cynical,
tired.
My 5-foot mother struck me on my back side as hard as her small
frame would allow. Then again. And again. I gasped with each strike, exhaling
just before the next one would come around. I lost the battle to fight back tears.
I started bawling, in fact. But I felt no physical pain. I thought the spanking I
was receiving was fairly weak, at least compared to the walloping I had gotten
from my much larger father at some time before.
I was crying out of frustration and shame. Why was I being punished
for exploring the world around me? Why was I being punished for being curious?
My head was spinning; the feelings of pride and exploration, combined with the
shame and regret for being a little scientist, swirled together in an unbearable
hurt.
My sense of exploration could have very well been my spleen or
appendix, injured and needing to be removed. I felt damaged.
Scarecrow was back to sitting idly under his old tree as soon as his fur
dried, as if nothing had happened.
After giving my behind a few good swats, my mother uttered something
to me about the tendencies of serial killers as children—something I didn’t quite
grasp. Either way, she returned to the garden with my father, working, sweating
chasing after the wind. My father continued working under the sun, as well.
Both of my parents acted as if nothing had happened.
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The world continued. There was no big scientific discovery. No press,
no fame, no notoriety. Everybody and everything acted as if nothing had happened.
In my little quick-beating heart and overactive mind, something big had
happened. On that quiet afternoon in June or July, I began the process of growing-up.
When you’re a child, growing up has no positive connotation. Everything
that you love about being a child suddenly ceases, including that sense of
wonder and exploration.
Scarecrow remained the elder statesman, living out the rest of his days
in a carefree fashion, taking it all in, taking the time to relax, being the friendly
easy-going cat that we loved. He never looked at me quite the same, though.
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Eve’s Ambrosia / Kisten Michaelson
Cabbie honks his departure from the drop-off area, leaving us a place to
park. Humid gusts whip the palm fronds as your van brakes at the Tampa
Bay terminal. I step onto the pavement ledge and close the passenger door.
I hear your sandals flip-flop on the sidewalk, striding around the van towards
me. My gaze reflexively checks your appearance. Hunter green capris show
off your smooth golden skin and hug your hips. David Bowie as the Goblin
King reigns across your torso and accents your curves. Framed by Kool-Aid
Strawberry strands, your sea green eyes engage mine.
Had we ever kissed hello?
Thunder breaks through the air like a wave upon the shore and the parked
car drowns in the deluge. Warm rain drenches our bodies as you press me
against the van door. Your long fingers tuck my wet tufts behind my ears. Your
delicate hands cup my cheeks as your mouth and breasts brush against mine.
Your scent of sandalwood and the sea washes away my inhibitions. I caress the
curve of your hips and open my lips. Your tongue is the rasp of coconut shavings.
You taste of bittersweet ambrosia, not unlike the coconut and pineapple
dessert I once made. O, the delight you expressed as across the table your
husband sat and stared. Jealousy flashed across his face, deepening lines of
anger. He noticed my love for you written on my face. He handed me a plane
ticket back to Kansas—my help was not welcome here.
Is loving you like this as inexorable as the swash upon the shore?
Feeling your hands upon my curves, I push you away and point to your
ring. You fiddle with the diamond band, but it remains in place. I yearn for
circumstances to be different.
Drawn away by the flight’s last call, my feet flee and I pass through the glass doors.
I present my ticket to Clerk and board my plane. Jet takes off into the gloomy storm.
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Merry Christmas / Marissa Shilley
The town came to life with flickering multicolored strands of
lights wrapped around street lamps, shop windows, and cracked sides of
buildings, illuminating hues of yellow, red, green, and blue that reflected off
the snow below as people crunched across it. The wind whipped at their faces
as everyone walking around town clung tightly to their overcoats. Thomas
picked up a fast walk as he made his way through the crowd, stepping lightly
in the few inches of snow he could feel seeping through his tennis shoes. He
passed the other people carrying shopping bags like buckets of water as they
made their way home. Pulling his hood over his head and covering his face,
Thomas held onto his jacket. Charlotte would be so surprised to see him. His
heart filled with joy at the thought of seeing the look on her face. It hadn’t been
too long ago since they’d last seen each other, but it had been long enough. He
missed her.
Thomas crossed the street towards the dimly lit stores, across from the
Christmas tree lot and novelty shop where hot cocoa was the big seller this time
of year. His eyes met with the store window, and the candles lit inside. Their
bright flames danced about, enticing Thomas to come inside. He made his way
inside to finish some last minute shopping and quickly returned back outside.
The snow started to fall again. Thomas looked up and stuck out his tongue to
catch a snowflake. Once his goal was achieved, he looked ahead and smiled.
He tried to remember what Charlotte looked like. Even though it had
only been six months, it was hard for him to get a clear image in his head.
Was she blond, he thought? No, brunette. Yes, chestnut hair. Now it became
clear. Her head came up to his shoulders, just the right height to rest her head
in the nook between his neck and shoulder. Those hazel eyes…right? Hazel?
Maybe green. Yes, her eyes were green with specks of gold around the pupil.
He loved looking into her big eyes. That was one thing Thomas remembered
about Charlotte—her eyes were big and wide. She used to complain to him
that she couldn’t wear eyeliner like her friends because her eyes popped out too
much. He would just laugh at her and kiss her on the forehead. Thomas loved
wrapping his arms around her thin frame; it made him feel strong. Charlotte
told him it made her feel protected.
A snowflake caught Thomas’ eyelash and his eyes watered. He checked
his shopping bag to make sure her gift was still there. He smiled. Would
Charlotte be happy to see him? Of course she would be. She’d promised to
keep in touch, and he said he would, too. This was better than a letter or a
phone call, and the gift would be a special surprise. Six months was too long to
go without seeing her. He imagined what she’d been doing since June.
She had probably worked at the coffee stand during the summer, since
the tips were amazing there. Her smile and big green eyes brought people to
the coffee stand, even in the blazing summer weather. He could see her long
hair swooped back in a pony tail, curled at the ends, which she hated. Thomas
loved it when her hair curled at the ends. She’d always complained about
how her hair had a mind of its own, but he thought it made her unique. She
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had probably gone back to school in September, probably took photography
classes. Thomas wasn’t sure if she liked photography or just taking pictures.
Some pictures looked like they could pass for art, but most just reminded
Thomas of snapshots of things outside her window. He didn’t criticize her
work all of the time, but if she asked for his opinion he was honest. Charlotte
would blow off his criticism as him not understanding art. Sometimes he just
wanted to kill her. Choke her. Photography didn’t make sense to him, but she
made it seem like it was the best thing in the world. She thought she was better
than him because she understood what was artistic. Thomas was honest with
her. He told her he didn’t really care if he couldn’t see the beauty in a picture
of a rusted coffee can sitting out in the sun. She was honest with him too.
Sometimes Thomas thought she just thought of mean things to say about him
when he asked her to be honest.
“You’re a little awkward around people,” she said to him once. She
didn’t explain why or how he was awkward. Ever. That statement was just one
of the comments she’d made to him that ate at his esteem. Thomas thought
about it again, as the Christmas lights flashed on and off. Was it because he
made racial jokes around her friends? Was it because he kept his hands in his
pockets when he and Charlotte were in public? What? Well, it didn’t really
matter anymore.
There was another time when she was proofreading an essay he’d
written for a freshman English class. For not being a writer, Thomas had
thought it was pretty good. “Are you retarded?” Charlotte had asked him. “It
looks like you just puked a bunch of words onto the page. Here, you need
to fix this first.” Charlotte always grabbed a red pen when she corrected his
papers. Or a purple pen. Never black. He knew why she said blatantly mean
things to him sometimes. He wasn’t one to hold back an opinion either, and he
expressed his more often than Charlotte did.
If she didn’t know how to do something but he did, he rubbed it in
her face. “I can’t believe you don’t know how to change your fucking oil,” he’d
said to her once. “That’s important to know, Charlotte. I might not always be
around to do it for you, and besides it’s kind of an essential part of life.” She
had just stood there, staring at him blankly, not knowing what to say. She was
so stupid sometimes, Thomas thought. He just wanted to wring her neck.
Another thing that Thomas had said to her that he now regretted
was saying she was spoiled. She’d asked her father for money for something,
probably gas money, but he couldn’t remember for sure. Thomas had gone
off on her about taking money from her father. He’d told her that she should
get a better job, like the coffee stand, so she could take care of herself. When
Charlotte yelled at Thomas for getting fired from his job, and attacked him
with the argument of how he was supposed to take care of himself, Thomas
stormed off. Two hours later, he came back to her, apologizing. She had cried
even before he’d walked out the door, and was still crying when he came back.
Thomas never meant to hurt her in the past. He knew sometimes he
had, though. Whenever they wrestled around, he always tried to make it into
a competition for dominance. One time when they were wrestling around, she
bit his arm. Charlotte didn’t mean anything by it; it was just a playful bite. It
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pierced Thomas’ skin, and he got angry. He shoved his arm further into her
mouth, saying, “you want to fucking bite me? You think that’s funny?” She
had started to choke from the skin in her mouth and Thomas’ arm pressed
up against her throat. She tried to push him away, but he fought back. After
a moment Thomas realized that she couldn’t breathe and he let her go. She
started to cry, and he held her in his arms and apologized.
No wonder she thought he needed to do some growing up before they
could see each other again. Well, now he knew what he wanted out of life, and
what he wanted from her. He looked up at the street sign, searching for the
road Charlotte lived down. Two more blocks of walking in the snow and he
would be able to see her, to see the look on her face. Thomas took the gift out
of the bag and slipped it inside his jacket.
Passing the houses down her neighborhood, he looked into the
windows lit up with festive colors—some were trimmed with simple white lights,
others a more erratic pattern of multiple colors, probably was the artistic eye of
a young kid trying to attract Santa to his or her house. Charlotte liked hanging
the white lights around her home. “They’re more pure,” she’d told him. “White
is just so clean and pretty.” Thomas peered into a home near her house where
all of the lights were shut off except for the sparkling Christmas tree standing
proudly in the middle of the window. Her house was just around the corner
now. He brought his hands to his mouth and blew the warm air of his breath
between his fists.
He remembered when Charlotte forgot her gloves one night, right after
Thanksgiving. The first snow of the season had fallen quickly that night. On the
college campus, late at night, the two were taking an innocent walk in the snow.
The walk quickly turned into a flirtatious snow fight, but Charlotte surrendered
due to the stinging pain in her bare hands. Thomas grabbed her hands close to
his face, cupped them together, and breathed into them to warm them up. She
looked up at him and smiled, and thanked him.
Thomas stood in the driveway, taking in her intricate design lights and
decorations. The house had white icicle lights around the trim, and inside the
tree was wrapped in a twist of red and white, like a bushy candy cane. He stuck
his right hand in his pocket, playing with the gift inside, as he made his way
to the front door. The door bell rang. Thomas put the gift behind his back.
Charlotte answered. “Thomas?” she asked.
Thomas smiled, and pulled out the gift in front of her. Her mouth
dropped, her eyes watered, and her hands began to shake. Thomas kept his
smile as he pulled the trigger.
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After Harvest Time / Ben Dolan
The apples left within the trees
will drop down someday soon.
A bird will see the fallen fruit
and sing a finder’s tune.
The frost will come and take the leaves
and the skinny branch will split,
and what remains from harvest-time?
Bare limbs and birdie shit.
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Wither / Danielle Flanary
We stood frozen
under the full October moon.
Our only movement
was the inhale of a Marlboro cigarette.
He walked up and asked for a light.
He looked like James Dean, if James Dean was a tattoo
artist. His eyes looked black under the dim
porch light, he studied the people’s faces
around him. In my little red riding hood costume
his eyes focused in on me. My lungs
grasped for air and I had to catch
my breath. With my eyes fixed
on his face I watched the smoke slide
its way between his lips, chills replaced
chills, I quickly looked away. His right arm
a tattooed skeleton, some symbolic meaning
or respected artist gracing his easel.
He reached out to shake my hand. I responded
with hesitation. His hands were icy like late fall.
By now they would be numb
to the palm. We turned to make our way inside.
James Dean stayed behind.
Getting close, he whispered calmly in my ear
‘Whither away so early, Little Red Riding Hood?
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The Language of Immersion / Sonya Dunning
I learned to fish using periwinkles as bait.
In Central Washington, a periwinkle is not a mollusk, but a
Caddisfly larvae that lives in creeks, housing itself in a little cocoon made
of small fragments of rock, sand, twig fibers, and aquatic organisms that
it binds together by spinning its own silk. I’d pinch off the top of its small
pebbly stronghold and gently pull the squirming periwinkle out. Then, my dad
would help me slide it onto the hook, sandwiching it between two kernels of
white corn, and we’d cast my fishing pole together over the rail of the bridge,
trying not to snag its line on the tree branches reaching in all directions above
our heads.
I’d watch the line tighten with the current of the creek and wait for
that quick lurch forward: yank up, and reel in.
The first fish I ever caught was a Brook Trout—Salvelinus fontinalis. A
streamlined, speckle-bodied fish with waves of deep olive, black, and blueishgray along its head, and black and bluish circles like halos surrounding the
red freckles on its sides. A trout of deep colors, deep like pastels pressed down
hard.
I remember holding its belly tighter and tighter as it writhed in my
grasp. And wanting only to let go.
When I was two, I put my parents’ 1978 Delta Oldsmobile into reverse
gear and drove it into that creek. As the story goes, my sister was supposed
to be keeping an eye on me while my mother finished curling her hair in the
bathroom decorated with the black and white newsprint wallpaper, so we
could drive into town. My sister was only four, though.
And I like to think this was more than a story to laugh about later.
More than “Yep, she was born to drive.” That it was some crisis existential—
some primordial impulse to return to wherever it is that I was before I came
here.
“Probably just to the store,” my mother tells me, when I ask her
where we were going that afternoon.
Unceremonious. Denial of the significance I’m always fishing for.
It’s my inside joke with God.
That the valley I come from is shaped like an egg—an ancient lakebed
cradled by rolling foothills, ridges, and distant peaks. Cradled. And that the
valley’s name—Kittitas—comes from Kittat, meaning white chalk, and tash,
meaning place of existence...like the creek couldn’t have taken me back anyway.
Like I had no choice but to consider myself part of this picture, a wanderer
across the empty lakebed, the desert, like the Little Lost Angel who wandered
the Earth trying to find her way back to heaven.
To endure gestation here.
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There is nowhere else like it. I have chosen that to hold onto. The
cataclysm.
The lava flows that built this part of Washington and the glacial
floods that sculpted it are the most cataclysmic that have ever been recorded.
Nature speaks for herself around these parts. Sometimes, though, when it’s
damp and drizzly—which isn’t often in this arid region—I am compelled to
articulate an emergence. The hills seem to surface before my eyes. Rising
baptismally. All speckled with pines and sagebrush—luminous in the rainlight—I see in the hills the hue of that Brook Trout I pulled out from the creek.
I can’t deny the intention there: it all adds up.
If it must have a beginning, let’s say the story of my egg actually
begins 17 million years ago. When massive lava flows poured out of the veins
of the earth, caulking in the ancient channels of the Columbia River. Over
the course of 11 million years, some 300 lava flows covered the landscape of
Central Washington in 5000 feet of basalt.
Imagine a stack of eight and a half Space Needles, base to needle,
needle to base. . .or five Eiffel towers, piercing the skyline: what 5000 feet of
basalt could immerse.
Erosion followed the lava flows—creation necessitates destruction.
See erosion in time-lapse: Rainfall and runoff whittling down the
thick basalt into a fine, sandy sediment. Loess. Almost like Loses.
Next, high speed winds.
Blowing, blowing, accelerating the loess across the region: a blizzard
of dust and more dust, or dandelion seeds propelled at the mercy of a forceful
breath.
Until that terminal speed is reached.
Then accumulation in time-lapse: sediment stacking up into hills,
some 450 feet thick.
Tectonic plates collide.
The Cascade Range rises to the northwest, compressing and folding
the overlying basalt like clay.
Collision, pressure, compression, and folding.
Follow the syncline with your eyes: the path of a marble let go from
the lip of a sink.
Now turn on the water. Full blast.
No one believed J. Harlen Bretz when he hypothesized the magnitude
of the floods that sculpted this region. The twentieth century geologist
was enamored by the dramatic landscape he encountered here: the deep,
stark channels, and giant, erratic boulders just planted here and there. No
particular design. This was before aerial photography, so Bretz had no choice
but to depend on his faculties of imagination to zoom out for a bird’s eye
view of the landscape.
And what he came to realize is that the braided channels, rapids, and
gravel bars found in the nearby river bottoms represented a mirror image of his
broader vision—these features were too consistent with how he understood
the contours of the landscape from his bird’s eye view to be a coincidence.
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It’s like turning the reflection on the surface of a lake upright—how
you’d get the whole damned forest again.
Or nested dolls. Maybe it’s more like that. How one river fits inside
another of a grander scale.
The proportion and harmony of it all.
There are no coincidences.
It was a deluge like what Noah built his ark for.
“Fully 3,000 miles of the Columbia Plateau were swept by a glacial
flood. It was a debacle that swept the [region]” is what Bretz concluded
in 1923. But he couldn’t explain the source of the flood, so hardly anyone
believed him.
And I think I understand the disbelief; it’s like buoyancy.
Explain to me how a ship floats, and I still can’t help but think it’s
all just another trick of the senses, like a rainbow, or a will-o-the-wisp. Even
Archimedes screamed “Eureka!” when he stepped into the bath one day and
finally understood the physics of it—of the water rising, that the volume of
water displaced equals the volume of the part of the body immersed…that
part of a ship must be immersed to keep the rest of it afloat.
Eureka: I have found it!
Like he thought he never would.
When Bretz first explored the region, recording his observations in
a simple notebook, most geologists believed that the earth had been shaped
over millions and millions of years. They did not believe in catastrophe. Bretz’s
proposal, however, was that the landscape in Central Washington surrounding
the Columbia River had been carved in mere weeks or mere days.
We rarely realize the power of water until a dam fails.
Which is what happened, according to Joseph Thomas Pardee, who was one
of few geologists who had faith in Bretz’s theory of catastrophe.
Pardee announced his discovery at the 1940 meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science—that the source of Bretz’s flood
was a giant lake formed in Montana by the damming of the Ice Age Rivers.
Imagine it in time-lapse: a humongous glacier slides down and down
from Canada, plowing the earth in its path, and lands in the Clarke Fork river,
like a boulder let go down a hillside.
Water backs up, backs up, islanding western Montana’s mountains,
turning the valleys there into lakes. Into one lake, Glacial Lake Missoula, rising
and rising, baptizing the hill-islands one by one.
2000 feet of water needing a place to go.
Imagine that wall of water and the ice dam holding it back. The dam
fissuring. The dam finally failing, sending billions of tons of water thundering
across the basalt foundation of the region at highway speeds, carving away
at the layers of the landscape, cutting into the loess hills like a potter’s finger
cuts into clay spinning, spinning fast upon the wheel.
Imagine the dam rebuilding itself again, and again, and failing
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again, and again. The ground trembling—all that shuddering as each flood
approached.
That all reverie leads us to water—Melville’s Ishmael was right, I think:
“let the most absent-minded of men be plunged into his deepest reveries—
stand the man on his legs, set his feet a-going and he will infallibly lead you to
water, if water there be in all the region….”. If water there ever was.
But I have an electric hand-held “20 Questions” game that was
stumped by flood. Not an animal, a vegetable, or a mineral. (I pressed other).
Do you hold it when you use it? I pressed no. Does it make sound? Yes. Is it shiny?
Is it made of metal? I’m gonna win!, it told me. Does it burn? No. Is it dangerous?
Sometimes. A tornado? No. You’re tricky…is the message it gave me. You’re
thinking of a ghost. I pressed no. It asked me a few more questions. Then, I’ve got
you this time…You’re thinking of a shadow. Again, I pressed no.
Standing on the bluffs overlooking the Columbia Gorge, outside
Ginkgo State Park, where that massive river carved its channel, sagebrush
blankets the dust in the dry heat. But if we could rewind to a time before the
earth let her blood, before all that lava spilled over the landscape, before the
Cascades cast their shadow here, we’d see a lush, tropical forest: streams, and
ponds, and marshes and trees and more trees where sagebrush, coyotes, and
rattlesnakes now reign.
It’s as unfathomable as the floods must have seemed, without
knowing their source: that this scabland was once an Eden.
What wasn’t turned to ash, or engulfed by the lava flows, was
swallowed instead by the hot mud of deep lakes. Hot mud that enveloped
whole trunks of trees, sealing them against the hotter heat of the lava.
Preserving them beneath its hardening.
Petrifying a forest.
The organic materials of ginkgo and maple, spruce, walnut, and elm
died out against the stronger forces of fire. But as if it had all been arranged
ahead of time, as if nature wanted us to remember, as if it were, indeed, all
part of a story to be told later, minerals took over, “faithfully replicating [the
structures of these ancient trees] in stone.”
Inside Gingko State Park’s Interpretive Center, I looked at a showcase
of petrified wood, called “picture wood,” enclosed behind panels of thick
glass. You have to see it to believe it—that these chunks of wood petrified
in such a way that their polished sections look hand-painted. Intentional,
impressionistic brush strokes sealed carefully beneath the smooth, stony
surfaces: another poke from God unearthed. For a moment, I couldn’t believe
otherwise. One slice of petrified wood features ducks on a pond; another is a
lake surrounded by trees; and another is the profile of a woman with her hair up.
The more I think about it, maybe my 20 questions game wasn’t
stumped after all. I turn to Ishmael once more, who turns to the deeper
meaning of the story of Narcissus to articulate humankind’s affinity with
water—Narcissus, a man so perplexed and tormented by the mild image he
saw reflected in the fountain that he fell into it and drowned, just trying to
understand it: “it is the image of the ungraspable phantom of life; and this is
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the key to it all.”
Phantom, shadow: A face like my own remembered in ancient stone.
Holding a mirror in front of my own face to get the dimensions right
on paper, I draw portraits sometimes—faces and bodies in charcoal. Like
new life freshly stolen from the womb, these figures stare back at me with a
sudden, thick intensity—the agony of expulsion, a desire to return revealed.
This satisfies me, like any validation would—confirms the spiraling agony of
finding-a-form. Of the idea of my own face pulled out from the ancient mud,
like I have been here before and didn’t finish whatever it was I set out to do,
didn’t find whatever it was I was looking for. Like I set things up ahead of
time, knowing I might need to find them this way later.
Kittat Tash.
The chalk that this valley is named after is composed of the shell of a
microscopic aquatic organism, called diatomite. When the diatomite dies, its
shell sinks and sinks to the bottom of rivers and lakes and accumulates and
accumulates into thick beds, into the layers of white chalk found compressed
in the earth of this valley—the valley’s remembrance of a deep, glacial lake.
Periwinkles sometimes use diatomite when they build their cocoons.
And the Kittitas Natives who named this valley used the white chalk to paint
themselves and their horses during times of peace. And so it is with me now,
it seems. That I have come to draw my way here, to outline my egg valley with
white chalk, and to lie down here in the dry lakebed, finally at peace with it
all, with this place of existence.
Eureka! I have found it.
The significance I am always fishing for.
In art class, I learned that the human abdomen, like the human skull,
is egg-shaped. And when drawing a woman’s body, I have been told it is best
to trace the outline of what rests in the hips as you would an oval.
All these consistencies! Bindings of existence.
Let shoulders be river rock then. Teeth are jagged mountain peaks.
And my eyes are agates unearthed from basalt bedrock, shaped millions of
years ago by internal pressure and heat.
I’ll call it the language of immersion: the punch line to my inside joke with God.
I used to dig my toes into the mud of that icy creek I drove the
Oldsmobile into.
Naked in the snow-melt, sun in my eyes and dirt in my teeth, I’d smile
to myself like I understood it all, blowing dandelion seeds into the wind.
That’s when I first envisioned my freckled forearm, like the hills in
rain-light, as a trout body, all speckled and luminous—when things were more
lucid, like days passing in time-lapse, and colors seemed to be deeper, flowing
out from inside.
		
Imagine pulling the plump of the forearm forward: my elbow
where its mouth would be; my hand a trout tail.
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Imagine the periwinkle spinning its silk, encasing itself in the debris of
the creek bed as if to insist: This is where I come from. This is where I belong. This is
home.
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Lovestory / Rachel Pybon
“None of us forget about who we are. It’s not forever we can fool around in
the dark.”
-Mirah Yom Tov Zeitlyn
It went like this:
I was left incapacitated,
fumbling through a blur
of rusty clocks
eviscerated telephones
and tapes that had been erased
of their former selves
their white voices hissing,
revealing nothing.
I moved toward a constantly shifting singularity.
I wished, and was immobile.
This went on for a while.
(Don’t worry: this was actually misinterpreted as a disaster.)
And then:
working from awkwardness,
I appeared.
And then you appeared,
your whole self folding into me.
This seemed to come from the ethers,
its essence swirling through us.
Forgive me if this seems too exuberant:
for it all moves through me in an ungainly way, too.
It is stunning to be rewarded with such succulence.
I almost don’t like it when my words sprout flowers.
Perhaps I should finish this and show you what I mean
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Contributor’s Notes

Allison, Hilary is a Sophomore at Central, majoring in Anthropology
and English. She spends the majority her time napping, punctuated by
moments of cooking, listening to music, riding her bike, reading comics,
and writing run-on sentences.
Burns, Ian was born on April 24th, 1987 to two loving parents named Jeff
and Karen. Soon after his birth, he fell in with a nasty raccoon named
Sheila who raised him as her own. Ian has survived off garbage and
poetry ever since.
Cavazos, Xavier is a student at Central Washington University.
Divina, Marlene is co-owner of Terrace Kitchen Restaurant, located in
Lake Oswego, OR. You can find her working in the restaurant, working
on a children’s story about a travelling sweet potato, and writing a play
about a restaurant.
Dolan, Ben is a student at Central Washington University.
Doolittle, Sandra is a Writing Specialization major who enjoys playing
guitar, writing songs, and reading and writing poetry. She lives on a dairy
farm with her family and their vast array of animals. Her poems have
appeared in such publications as Poetic Hours, Remark, Ceremony Collected,
Poet’s Haven, Write On!!, Long Story Short, etc.
Dunning, Sonya is a student at Central Washington University.
Earleywine, Jessi loves just three things: gnomes, chapstick, and The
Blues Brothers. She hates just two things: misused apostrophes and Billy
Joel. When she’s not writing about herself in the third person, she enjoys
sipping bad coffee, drinking good tea, and not being a fascist. She’d like
to meet, and sip bad coffee with, just about anybody. Those who like
Billy Joel, however, can bugger right off.
Enders, Del was born in a dilapidated barn on July 4th, 1776, that stood
between a 175-floor library and a brightly lit football field. He has been
conflicted ever since. He is a traditional liberal who finds stereotypes
problematic, corperate worship stifling, and likes to talk dirty in
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bed. However, he is much the traditional conservative who finds stereotypes
to be true, prayer to be powerful, and who likes to talk dirty in bed but would
never submit that for public record. No matter where Del lies on the spectrum
of spectrums, he experiences stomach cramps when making declarative
statements about himself, so he often focuses on what really matters--loving
others and great BBQs.
Flanary, Danielle does not require much when it comes to happiness. This is her
fourth year at Central and she will be completing both her Psychology and her
Writing Specialization degree by the end of summer. She finds that in both life
and knowledge, the best way to learn is through laughter. If you know anything
about her, you know this: she can be traced anywhere within a three block
radius if she laughs out loud.
Glomstad, Erin is studying Graphic Design at Central Washington University.
She is optimistic and enthusiastic about life which is brought into her work in
mostly vivid colors. She enjoys the simple pleasures life has to offer such as lip
gloss, an ocean wave, photographs, deep laughter, and moon birds.
Gonzales, Nick is a student at Central Washington University.
Guzman, David is a wordy Journalism major and Creative Writing minor from
Central. He’s yay-high and yay-wide, likes to write and listen to stuff.
In his spare time he waxes nostalgic and thinks about things that don’t matter.
Hart, Ashel on Maple Valley: A town that I am glad to have grown up in, but
hate going home to. Maple Valley is the epitome of an ever changing society.
Higgins, Brian has lived in Quincy, Skykomish, Baring, Pullman, Dayton and
McCall. He has been a substitute teacher, a referee, a teacher’s aide, a school
cook, a gas station attendant, a customer service representative and a pea
harvester. He is working on an English Education degree.
Hodge, Ashlen is a Junior at Central and is pursuing a BFA in Theatre
Performance. She has discovered the beautiful evening light and clouds
of Ellensburg. She now carries a camera in her pocket whenever possible.
La Brant, Natalia Pascale is a senior in the Visual Art Education Program. She
enjoys taking pictures, hiking with her husband Geoff and working with clay.
Lowry, Desirae is a student at Central Washington University.
Mayer, Chris lives in Ellensburg WA.
McIntyre, Jamie is a senior majoring in the Writing Specialization program and
minoring in Literature. She is currently dallying in Pre-Dental courses while
spending spare time writing and playing with her cat, Lamp.
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Michaelson, Kisten loves writing ever since…dot dot—she can’t remember. She’s
trying not to trip while pursuing her Bachelor’s in Psychology and English—with
a Specialization in Writing. She hopes that all muses find their Ambrosia. ;-}
Phill, Ryan is in his second year of the Master’s in Literature program. He is
currently working on a thesis paper that situates post-modernist fiction and
literary theory within the context of current philosophies of the mind. He plans
on pursuing a doctorate in Philosophy and Cognitive Science after he leaves CWU.
Pybon, Rachel has a strange curse. Everything she has written in contributor’s
notes in the past has ceased to be true by the time of publication. So, in that
case: Rachel Pybon is unable to teleport. Rachel Pybon eats too many fried
carbs. Rachel Pybon is about to graduate in the middle of a recession. Thus,
Rachel Pybon is looking for cloud formations that indicate the presence of land.
Radovanovich, Tessa. “I started this with the intention of writing an opinion
piece while emulating Sherman Alexie’s The Unauthorized Autobiography of Me. In
writing that I realized I couldn’t make an opinion piece on my generation’s
value of education (which is what I wanted to do) without evaluating my own
educational experiences and what it was I had learned from them. In its final
stages I think this piece has become a statement on the birth of knowledge
itself, on the individual level and possibly on a larger level.”
Ruff, Heidi has a passion for art, writing, and music with synthy goodness. Her
included piece is titled, “Fluorescent Skies,” and it is based on the song of the
same name by Assemblage 23. She hopes one day to be an illustrator/designer
for books and music albums. She is interning this summer with Sara Nelson
Design in downtown Kennewick. Check out Heidi’s portfolio at www.heidiruff.com.
Schille, Amy Noel is an energetic young woman who learned much from this
university--a great deal about psychology, her major; about religion, one of
her minors; and about creative writing, her minor that brings her to Manastash.
What life lessons she has learned while attending Central are hopefully reflected
in her work as well as in her lifestyle as a Roman Catholic, a student, and most
importantly a friend. Growing up, she believes, is a lifelong experience; she hopes
to take her time in doing so with gratitude for every event, however difficult.
Schilley, Marissa is a student at Central Washington University.
Stoops, Scott is 21 years old and currently resides in Ellensburg, Washington. He
is a Junior and Film and Visual Studies Major at Central Washington University.
He has only been arrested one time, so catch him if you can.
Strawder, Cyndie is an employee at Central Washington University as well as
a non-traditional student, currently enrolled in Art 150. Her piece is entitled
“Family Tree of Life.”
Zepp, Carson is a Geography Major from Elma, Washington.
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